
Anti-virus Film



Mechanism of Virus Infection

In penetrating through the cell membrane,  the main key is

“Glycoprotein Spike”

The kernel for virus proliferation : RNA

 RNA Polymerase operates as catalyst for RNA replication

Virus vs Bacteria ?
Viruses are an inanimate object, bacteria are a living organism.
According to many studies, Cu has both antivirus and antibacterial 
functions.

The Antimicrobial Principle of Cu
The antimicrobial Cu controls

Replication of Virus RNA

Bacteria from human hands form very good environment for the 
proliferation of virus.

The antimicrobial Cu blocks the growth of bacteria and suppresses 
the environment in which the virus can replicate.



The Antimicrobial Principle of Cu

Bacteria recognize that Cu+ on the surface of Cu is essential nutriment, 

and take them into the cell

→ Cu+ penetrates the cell of bacteria

Taken Cu+ holes membrane, in order to cause the loss of

cell’s nutriment and water.

→ Destruction of cell

Cu+ takes active oxygen through the holes of cell.

→ Accelerating the destruction of cell

Eventually, bacteria completely disappeared by severe interruption on 

respiration and metabolic activity and damage on DNA. 

→ Prevent copy or increase of cell

Bacteria

Cu Cu

Cu Cu

Cu+
Water and Nutriment
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Cu Anti-Virus Research Data
Human corona virus proliferates on surfaces 

such as plastic, ceramic tiles, glass, and 

stainless steel for at least 5 days.

▲ Human Coronavirus 229E Remains Infectious on Common Touch Surface Materials
(Sarah L. Warnes, Zoë R. Little, C. William Keevil)

Inactivation on Cu surfaces in 30 minutes Cu destroys both the body structure and the genome of the virus !!

▲ Human Coronavirus 229E Remains Infectious on Common Touch Surface Materials
(Sarah L. Warnes, Zoë R. Little, C. William Keevil)



Test Result for Antimicrobial Copper

• Viruses :

A) Colon bacillus

B) Bacillus pyocyaneus (Induce pneumonia, 

meningitis)

C) Hay bacillus (Induce eye inflammation)

D) Staphylococcus aureus(Food poisoning)

• Test condition

Neglected after culturing virus in the same 

condition

* “a~e” Different treated copper

▲ Size-dependent antimicrobial properties of CuO nanoparticles against Gram-positive and -
negative microbial strains.
(Azam A, Ahmed AS, Oves M, Khan MS, Memic A )

After cultivating strains in the test batch, check the results of the experiment in which the strains do not propagate around the area where the Cu powder has fallen.



Test Report for Antimicrobial Film
※ Additive description

Standard of antimicrobial effective : 2.0

▶100 times germ suppression compared with non-antimicrobial sample

2.0
<Test condition>

Cultivation 24 hrs. in 90% humidity at 35℃

Virus 1: Staphylococcus aureus

Virus 2: Colon bacillus

Weak 
antibacterial 
effect

Passing criteria
Strong 
antibacterial 
effect

Antimicrobial Non -Antimicrobial



Test reports & Certification  

Anti bacteria test Anti virus test Safety test 



Applications
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The Specification on Antivirus films
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